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A New Environment for Climate Change Litigation1
By Marina D. Cassio
With the federal executive branch backtracking from Obama-era climate change
programs, the judicial branch may be increasingly receptive to novel forms of climate
change litigation. In Juliana v. United States, Case No. 6:15-cv-01517-TC (D. Or.), a
small group of young people and a climate scientist representing future generations are
suing the federal government for violating their asserted constitutional right to a stable
climate system. In November of 2016, U.S. District of Oregon Judge Ann Aiken denied a
motion to dismiss their complaint.2 In June of 2017, Judge Aiken took the further step of
denying a motion for interlocutory appeal of that decision, holding that the merits of the
Juliana plaintiffs’ admittedly groundbreaking claims are so strong that their survival of a
motion to dismiss is not subject to reasonable difference of opinion.3 As of this writing,
the District Court litigation is stayed while a writ of mandamus is pending before the
Ninth Circuit. On December 11, 2017, the Ninth Circuit will hear oral argument
regarding whether Judge Aiken committed clear error and whether the discovery called
for in this case would be so extensive as to harm the federal government.
Judge Aiken’s denial of the motions to dismiss and for interlocutory appeal represents
an unusual judicial receptiveness to climate change litigation. However, there is reason to
think Judge Aiken may not remain an outlier. Juliana is part of a coordinated suite of
lawsuits organized by a nonprofit called Our Children’s Trust. These cases share a focus
on expanding the public trust doctrine to protect the atmosphere and to reach
constitutional proportions. As such, the questions posed by Juliana will face the courts
again and again. Furthermore, the recent change of presidential administration has
significantly altered the context of judicial climate change decisions. The fate of Juliana
and other cases like it is worth watching closely as the federal judiciary reacts to the new
administration.
I.

Trending Away from Statutory Climate Change Litigation

Famous climate change cases of the recent past have tended to involve statutory
disputes rather than constitutional law or even common law (e.g. tort) disputes. For
example, in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the U.S. Supreme Court first
held that EPA has the authority to regulate greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions under the
Clean Air Act. The Court later narrowed that decision in Utility Air Regulatory Group v.
EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427 (2014), holding that EPA’s regulations reaching businesses
exclusively on account of their GHG emissions were not authorized by the Clean Air Act.
The stalled case of West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15-1363 (D.C. Cir.), asked, among other
1
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things, whether a previously unused section of the Clean Air Act could support the Clean
Power Plan’s requirement that power plants bring about external forms of energy savings,
or possibly just shut down, in order to meet emissions targets.4 Back when EPA was
eager to stretch its statutory authority to tackle the immensely complex problem of
climate change, these cases were potential game changers for industry. In the present
political climate, however, these cases may have short-lived effect.
Today, other forms of litigation related to climate change may have a greater
likelihood of directly affecting industry in the near future, from class action tort claims to
NEPA challenges against individual projects to investor securities lawsuits.5 Notably,
across all of these cases, basic climate change science is generally readily accepted.6
Though doubts about the occurrence of climate change and its cause by human activities
still exist in the realm of the public discourse, they are not often entertained by the courts.
From NEPA documents to judicial decisions, the international scientific consensus that
climate change is happening, that it is both caused by and likely preventable through
human activities, and that it presents an actual perilous risk, is generally accepted. The
obstacles to judicial relief are a matter of who, if anyone, can be held liable, and who, if
anyone, has the authority or responsibility to do something about it.
Juliana represents a new type of climate change litigation, in which claims are
brought against the federal and state governments and grounded in a public trust doctrine
of constitutional proportions. The plaintiffs in Juliana are coordinated by the nonprofit
organization Our Children’s Trust, promoting a theory of the public trust doctrine most
visibly advanced by Professor Mary Wood at the University of Oregon.7 Our Children’s
Trust has brought a series of similar cases linked by their theory of the public trust
doctrine. So far, Judge Aiken appears to be their most receptive audience.
II.

The Theory of Juliana

In November 2016, Judge Aiken denied the government and industry intervenors’
motion to dismiss the plaintiffs’ complaint.8 Judge Aiken held that neither the standing
doctrine, the political question doctrine, the novelty of plaintiffs’ asserted constitutional
rights, nor the novelty of applying the public trust doctrine to the federal government,
should bar the plaintiffs’ claims at this early stage.
4
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By denying the motion to dismiss, Judge Aiken allowed plaintiffs to continue the
lawsuit by now seeking the factual evidence to support their claims on the merits. The
key allegations the plaintiffs will seek to substantiate through discovery are: (1) that the
U.S. federal government has known for decades that climate change is caused by human
GHG emissions and presents serious risks to the American people; and (2) that it has
deliberately disregarded that risk while not just failing to regulate but indeed promoting
and subsidizing GHG emissions all the while.
Following the denial of the motion to dismiss, the departing administration took the
opportunity to admit most of the factual allegations in the complaint, including with
regard to the international consensus on climate change science and the threat that
climate change poses to the public health and welfare of current and future generations. 9
Industry intervenors withdrew from the case in June of 2017, largely to avoid answering
a request for admissions regarding their agreement with the government’s admissions.10
The ideal outcome for the plaintiffs in Juliana would be for the court to declare a
certain threshold for global temperature increase or pounds of carbon dioxide equivalent
in the atmosphere, at which their constitutional rights to a life-sustaining climate system
are violated. The plaintiffs would then ask the court to order the government to figure out
the extent to which the United States is contributing to the potential for crossing that
threshold, and do whatever it takes to curtail that contribution. For example, the court
might find that anything more than 2 °C warming is a constitutional violation. EPA might
determine that the planet is actually headed toward 4 °C warming, for which U.S.
emissions will contribute 25%. Congress, EPA, and other federal agencies might then
have to come up with a plan to reduce U.S. emissions by whatever amount it would take,
all else being equal, to bring expected planetary warming to 3.5 °C (i.e. eliminate the
country’s 25% contribution to the 2 °C of extra warming).
In light of this structure, the potential effect of the Juliana litigation on industry is
fairly indirect — even if the litigation were successful, there would still be a lot of
flexibility in how the various parts of the federal government brought about the necessary
emissions reductions. Nevertheless, if the court-ordered emissions reduction is
sufficiently substantial, assuming that Congress and the federal agencies actually
complied with the order, high-emission industries could expect significant economic
effects whether in the form of higher taxes, stringent performance standards, prescriptive
regulations, or penalties.
To understand the likelihood of success for the Juliana plaintiffs, it is necessary to
consider each of the major legal issues that underlies the litigation.
III.

Standing to Assert Climate Change Harms

The standing doctrine governs whether a particular plaintiff has “standing” to bring a
particular lawsuit. Its origins are a matter of some dispute, though many would date its
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modern contours to the work of progressive jurists in the conservative Lochner era, who
were attempting to prevent challenges to progressive legislation.11 Since at least the
1980s, however, the standing doctrine has served the more conservative role of barring
claims brought by progressive organizations.12
The theory underlying the standing doctrine is that Article III of the Constitution
empowers the federal courts to decide cases and controversies, not generalized grievances
regarding the enforcement of the laws. Thus, the doctrine enjoys separation-of-powers
significance in delineating which claims can be heard by the federal courts, and which
must be left to the political process.
The standing doctrine requires that a plaintiff have (1) a concrete and personalized
injury, which is (2) fairly traceable to the complained of conduct by the defendant, and
which is (3) redressable by the court.13 All three of these requirements have presented
major hurdles for climate change litigation.
The trouble with the concrete and personalized injury requirement is that judges may
feel that a particular plaintiff’s allegedly climate change-induced harm is too difficult to
attribute specifically to climate change and/or too much like everyone else’s climate
change-induced harm. But evolving science may be chipping away at these problems,
providing plaintiffs with more and more tools to trace specific injuries to climate change,
from rising sea levels to drought to tropical storms to failing fish populations.14 As more
particularized injuries are linked to climate change, plaintiffs can point to the specific
injuries that affect them in specific ways. In Juliana, Judge Aiken accepted plaintiffs’
injury allegations at face value, finding that such alleged injuries as algae blooms
harming the local drinking water supply, heat waves damaging a family orchard, and
decreased snowpack shortening the local ski season all constituted fairly pleaded concrete
and personalized injuries resulting from climate change.15
The causation requirement presents two potential difficulties in most climate change
cases. In actions against private entities, the difficulty thus far has been the idea that
climate change would still be occurring on almost exactly the same scale even without
the actions of any particular entity. However, recent scientific advancements may have
made it possible to calculate a single actor’s contribution to climate change. This new
science is making it possible to say that a particular entity contributed a specific portion
of the emissions leading to climate change, even at a fraction of a percent.16 While
previous cases dismissed attempts to hold single corporations responsible for climate
change harms, finding that the causal link between the corporation and the harm was
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simply too tenuous and indeterminable,17 the new science might eventually lead to
liability for an entity’s fractional share of the damages. In the much-watched case of
Lliuya v. RWE AG, a Peruvian farmer threatened by melting glaciers is currently testing
this approach against a major German utility in German court. The Essen District Court
initially dismissed the complaint, broadly finding that the new apportionment science was
relevant to damages but not causation, but the higher regional court held in November
2017 that the case will go forward.18
The difficulty in challenging the actions of governmental entities is in finding that the
challenged governmental policies have caused the complained-of (typically private) GHG
emissions. The advantage of Juliana is that it does not challenge any particular
government regulation or lack thereof, but rather the whole of the U.S. government’s
actions and inactions taken together over the past many decades. It seems clear that the
combined actions and inactions of the U.S. government have had some effect on the
extent of U.S. GHG emissions. As such, Judge Aiken readily found the causation
requirement met for purposes of the standing inquiry.19 Whether causation will ultimately
be factually demonstrated in the case, and at a level significant enough to trigger the
plaintiffs’ alleged constitutional rights, cannot yet be determined.
The redressability issue depends on the type of relief being sought in any particular
climate change case. In the case of monetary damages against a private defendant, the
answer is usually easy: monetary damages are the court’s forte, and will result in
compensating the plaintiff for her injuries. In the case of injunctive relief, however, the
court faces the question of whether stopping a particular activity will have enough of an
effect on climate change to actually abate any of plaintiff’s injuries. Assume, for instance,
that a company is responsible for 1% of global GHG emissions. That would make it one
of the biggest single emitters on the planet. However, even stopping its operations
altogether would leave 99% of global GHG emissions unchanged, likely meaning that
climate change would still occur and a plaintiff would still, for instance, need to build his
flood wall. But in Juliana, the challenged GHG emissions account for 25% of global
emissions, and thus very well may have a significant impact on climate change
outcomes.20
In a similar case in the Netherlands, Urgenda Foundation v. Kingdom of the
Netherlands [2015] HAZA C/09/00456689, the District Court for The Hague recently
accepted such reasoning. The court ruled that the Dutch government must do more to
curb Dutch GHG emissions, using whatever means it might have available, both on the
basis of the country’s proportional responsibility for GHG emissions, and on the grounds
that the Netherlands has a moral responsibility to exercise international leadership on the

17
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issue.21 Should the plaintiffs in Juliana ultimately be found to have any of the
constitutional rights they allege, it will be well within the court’s traditional purview to
remedy violations of those rights through injunctive relief. Thus, their climate changecaused injuries may well be redressable through the court’s resulting power over 25% of
global GHG emissions.
IV.

Climate Change as a Political Question

The tension at the heart of the political question doctrine is whether it is necessary for
the judiciary to be able to enforce the whole of the Constitution, or whether there are
some parts of the Constitution within the exclusive authority of another branch of
government and whose protection must be sought through that branch alone. The classic
example is the power of impeachment, which the Constitution commits to the exclusive
authority of Congress and which the federal courts do not have the power to secondguess.22 Climate change, not being mentioned in the Constitution, is not such a clear case.
The more common but muddier analogy is the foreign affairs power of the executive,
which the courts are generally loathe to encroach on.23 The version of the political
question doctrine used for dealing with more complicated territory like the foreign affairs
power, known as the “prudential” political question doctrine, has recently been out of
favor.24 Nevertheless, Judge Aiken marched through the full prudential inquiry to analyze
the motion to dismiss the Juliana complaint.
In the context of the rights asserted and the relief requested by the Juliana plaintiffs,
the only prudential test Judge Aiken found to present a reasonable hurdle was the
potential for serious conflict with the other branches of government. Pragmatically,
courts must consider the possibility (though generally unstated) that the executive might
choose to disobey a court order, such as an order to undertake sweeping reforms to deal
with climate change. Such an event would be nationally embarrassing and might damage
the credibility of the courts. However, assessing the Obama administration at the time,
Judge Aiken reasoned that there was no risk of fundamental embarrassment from
ordering the executive simply to take stronger action on climate change than it was
already proclaiming its intention to do.25
V.

Protection from Climate Change as Substantive Due Process

Though the Juliana complaint stated its constitutional rights in several different
formulations, each presenting unique issues and implications, the version of those
constitutional rights that Judge Aiken took up for analysis was the possible fundamental
right to a climate system capable of sustaining human life. The doctrine thus implicated
21
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was substantive due process. Substantive due process is a protection attributed to the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments against government infringement of those rights that
are so rooted in the tradition and history of this country, or so implicit in the concept of
ordered liberty, that they must not be infringed no matter what legal process is afforded.
The only exception is for restrictions that are narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
government interest.26
The list of rights protected by the substantive due process doctrine does not appear in
the Constitution. Instead, those rights have emerged over time, typically in the most highprofile Supreme Court cases, as judges “discovered” their existence. For example, in
Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2071 (2015), the Supreme Court found that the right to
marry the person of one’s choosing is a fundamental right, making it unconstitutional for
states to refuse to grant or acknowledge same-sex marriages. In contrast to the use of the
substantive due process doctrine in the modern era to secure progressive social
protections, however, the Court in the early 1900s employed the doctrine to defeat
progressive state labor protections by finding a fundamental right to economic liberty.
The most famous such decision was Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), in which
the Court invalidated New York’s maximum hours law for bakery workers. The tension
in the substantive due process doctrine is between protection of truly fundamental but
unenumerated rights, particularly those of minority groups who cannot effectively protect
their rights through the political process, versus fear of an unaccountable judiciary able to
expand and contract the Bill of Rights at will.
In Juliana, Judge Aiken attempted to balance this tension by identifying a
fundamental right that was as close as possible to the mere non-annihilation of the planet.
Thus, Judge Aiken proposed that the right to a climate system capable of sustaining
human life is a protected fundamental right, supposing that it may be possible to
determine an emissions threshold at which the risk of climate-induced catastrophe is so
high that the right is violated.27
One of the primary counterarguments to the existence of such a right is the argument
that the Constitution does not guarantee affirmative rights. That is, the government may
be prohibited from actively destroying the planet, but it is not required to bring about a
sustainable planet. In this regard, the history of school desegregation provides an
instructive analogy. The Court initially found that “separate but equal” public schools
violated children’s right to equal protection.28 But even after invalidating the laws
requiring the segregation of public schools, most public schools remained segregated in
fact. Ultimately, the federal district courts supervised a court-led process of affirmative
integration. The courts never found a fundamental right requiring the government to
affirmatively provide children with a racially diverse education (just as they may or may
not ever find that the government has an affirmative obligation to provide its citizens a
stable climate). However they did find that government action had created the problem in
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the first place, and so government action could be ordered by the courts in order to
remedy the problem.
VI.

The Federal Government as Public Trustee of the Climate

The public trust doctrine says that the government holds certain especially important
natural resources in trust for the public, with the primary consequence that it cannot do
anything to permanently alienate or squander them. Thus, Illinois could not sell the
Chicago harbor to the railroads in the late 1800s, potentially curtailing public and
economic access to Lake Michigan forevermore.29 Nor could California allow Los
Angeles to drain all the water out of Mono Lake in the 1980s, irreparably destroying a
unique and valuable ecosystem.30 But troubles abound in applying the public trust
doctrine in the Juliana litigation: it has never been used with respect to the atmosphere, it
has never been clearly used against the federal government, and, indeed, it has hardly
ever been used at all.
The public trust doctrine is most clearly tied to the protection of navigable waterways.
At a time in history when travel by water was the essential way in which almost all
movement of people, commerce, and even communications took place, it was practically
unthinkable that any people could delegate to the government the right to privatize or
impair those waterways, nor that it could have the right to do so at the expense of future
generations. A basic principle underlying the doctrine is that a core part of what it means
to have sovereignty over a territory is to be the trustee for the public resources of that
territory in perpetuity. The idea that this doctrine could cover similarly essential public
resources other than navigable waterways is not so farfetched. However, Judge Aiken
declined to determine the doctrine’s applicability to the atmosphere, finding that the
effect of climate change on the territorial seas (a classically navigable water) was enough
to trigger the doctrine.31
More troublesomely, the public trust doctrine has never been used by a court to
require the protection of a resource by the federal government. The Supreme Court has
even stated that the public trust doctrine “remains a matter of state law.”32 Accordingly,
the D.C. Circuit recently held outright in an unpublished, three-page per curiam opinion
that the doctrine does not apply to the federal government — that it is a matter of state
law only, and constrains the actions only of state governments.33 Yet Judge Aiken found
the D.C. Circuit’s reasoning unpersuasive, finding in particular that it had taken the
Supreme Court’s statement out of context. She further reasoned that if the states take title
to certain resources when they enter the Union subject to the public trust doctrine, they
must acquire that trustee responsibility from the federal government. In other words, the
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federal government’s title to certain public resources must be burdened by the public trust
doctrine as well.34
Judge Aiken was not bothered by the rarity of the public trust doctrine. She described
the doctrine as a tenet of sovereignty itself, a corollary of the Rousseauian social contract
theory on which our republic is based. Thus, she concluded that it was best viewed as
another unenumerated right of the people protected by the Constitution in the form of
substantive due process.35
VII.

An Extraordinary Petition

In June 2017, on the day immediately following Judge Aiken’s ruling denying the
government’s motion for interlocutory appeal, the Department of Justice filed a petition
for writ of mandamus in the Ninth Circuit.36 In that petition, the government asked the
Ninth Circuit to order the District Court to dismiss the case.
The power of the appellate court to issue writs of mandamus arises from the All Writs
Act,37 which dates back to the Judiciary Act of 1789.38 The writ of mandamus is an
“extraordinary” writ, and the Ninth Circuit has warned of its potential to “readily subvert
the policies underlying the finality rule, or the carefully limited congressional scheme
governing interlocutory appeals,” “to undermine the mutual respect that generally and
necessarily marks the relationship between federal trial and appellate courts,” and to
subject appellate judges to “the temptation to grant such relief merely because they are
sympathetic with the purposes of the petitioners’ underlying actions.”39 “[M]andamus
will issue only in ‘drastic,’ ‘exceptional,’ and ‘extra-ordinary’ circumstances.”40
The test for mandamus relief is whether (1) the petitioner has no other adequate
means, such as direct appeal, to attain the desired relief; (2) the petitioner will be
damaged or prejudiced in a way not correctable on appeal; (3) the district court’s order is
clearly erroneous as a matter of law; (4) the subject order is an oft-repeated error, or
manifests a persistent disregard of the federal rules; and (5) the order raises new and
important problems or issues of law of first impression.
The government argues that the District Court committed clear error with regard to
the standing, substantive due process, and public trust doctrine issues presented in the
motion to dismiss, and that immediate relief is necessary to protect the government from
a “serious intrusion on the separation of powers.”
As a result of the government’s writ petition, the Ninth Circuit stayed the District
Court litigation, ordered the Juliana plaintiffs to respond, and invited the District Court to
respond, directing those responses especially to the scope of discovery.41 Both plaintiffs
34
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and the District Court responded in August 2017.42 In September 2017, eight amicus
briefs were filed in the case, representing environmental advocacy organizations,
religious groups, think tanks, and law professors, all supporting denial of the writ.43 As of
this writing, the Ninth Circuit has scheduled oral argument on the writ petition for
December 11, 2017.44
VIII. Conclusion
If the plaintiffs in Juliana are ultimately successful, the expansion of the Constitution
to encompass climate rights would represent a sudden sea change in the law. By contrast,
most civil rights have developed through a slow, iterative evolution in the law
represented by decades of cases. But a sudden jurisprudential shift on climate rights may
be uniquely likely on account of the sudden shift in context wrought by the most recent
presidential election. Up until November 2016, courts may have generally perceived that
a gradual and iterative process toward greater climate protections was already underway
in the other branches of government, making judicial intervention unnecessary. Now, not
only has Congress never enacted comprehensive climate change legislation, but the
executive branch is largely adverse to climate action.
Though Judge Aiken reached her initial decision in Juliana even during the previous
presidential administration, the prospects for Juliana on appeal may yet be affected by
new perceptions of whether Congress and agencies like the EPA have climate change
under control, or are currently able to vindicate the public interest. Most notably, the
standing doctrine over the past decade or two has trended toward denying environmental
plaintiffs their day in court. If that trend continues, the standing doctrine could be one of
the more significant hurdles for Juliana on appeal. However, there is reason to think the
standing doctrine may start trending in the other direction. A court that believes climate
rights plaintiffs are not getting a fair hearing in the political process is likely to be more
sympathetic toward giving them a hearing before the judiciary.
Even if the Juliana plaintiffs ultimately lose this case, it may be on narrow grounds.
Future climate rights cases, whether coordinated by Our Children’s Trust or otherwise,
may come closer and closer to achieving the outcome the Juliana plaintiffs are seeking.
Thus, even without elected representatives eager to enact new emissions regulations, or
overhaul subsidies benefitting high-emission industries, a court-ordered process could
eventually lead things in that direction. During the Obama administration, those
interested in emerging climate change law did well to keep their eye on EPA. Today, they
would do well to keep their eye on the courts.
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